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programme or to expose the country to the risk of being outbuilt 1909
by Germany, unless they saw their way to raise a large additional Age 5
revenue.
Parties were characteristically divided between these alternatives.
Unionists were hot on the scent for an immediate increase of naval
armaments, and desired nothing more than that a check should be
placed on Radical programmes. Liberals and Radicals who had
built high hopes on the Hague Conference and the expected reduction
of armaments were at the best reluctant converts to the necessity of
an increase of ship construction, and stipulated that in any. case
their schemes of social reform should not be held up. At the same
time the coming of Mr. Lloyd George to the Chancellorship of the
Exchequer introduced a new and lively element into the conduct of
finance, and gave a peculiar intensity to the argument which all
through the autumn and winter of 1908 and the spring of 1909 went
on unabated behind the scenes as to the proper solution of the
problem.
Mr. Lloyd George was for long unconvinced about the necessity of
the programme which Mr. McKenna, the First Lord of the Admiralty,
backed by his sea-lords now declared to be imperative, and he was
strongly supported in his resistance by Mr. Winston Churchill.
The battle raged for several weeks in the Cabinet with threats of
resignation on the one side or the other. Mr. McKenna demanded
the immediate construction of six Dreadnoughts ; Mr. Lloyd George
and Mr. Churchill insisted that four were enough. Finally, Asquith
himself brought peace by proposing that four should be laid down
immediately, but provision be made for the rapid construction of
four more beginning from 1st April in thfe following year, i.e. within
the same financial year, or earlier if the need was proved. But even
this required an argument which excited the public, and led to a
fierce agitation in which all eight were demanded at once. *c We
want eight, and we won't wait," was the slogan of the hour. The
Government bowed to the storm, and Mr. McKenna, who had fought
his case with great pertinacity, and at one moment came withia an
inch of resigning, got two ships more than he had originally
demanded. As Mr. Churchill puts it, " a curious and characteristic
solution was reached. The Admiralty had demanded six ships : the
economists offered four, and we finally compromised on eight."1
Asquith's own leanings were to the original six, but he was not at
all averse when this queer turn of the wheel made them eight.
1 World Griafo, 1911-44, pp. 136-8.

